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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
e

This Validation Summary Report (VSR) summarizes the results and conclusions
of va11dati,-a testing performed on the !CC Ada Compiler, Release 4.0, using
Vers.,c 'Lo of the Ad ® Compil.. . - -- 1idation Capability (ACVC). The ICC !ela
Cc*y i. . ' ; osted on an AT&T 3B;/|P. oper iiing under UNIX System V,

. -ograins processed by tih.i oompile. i, / 's exec, ;';-d on an AT&T
. ;'" .. ting under UNIX S~yteni V. Releaar. 3.

a, s puavft ed 2! ..- Ie 1987 through 29 Jane 1987 C'or the
"" .elpiler Corporation Ln Denver CO, under the diiection : the da

" .a.. Faci).ity (AVF), according to Ada Validation Organization 'WVO)
.!, and pt.ocedures. T1e AVF identifiei 2210 of the 2399 tests' i:. ACVC

Ver-.3ton 1.8 to be processed during on-site testing of the compiler. 'Lfe 19
tests withdrawn at the time of validation testing, as well as the 170
executable tests that make use of floating-point precision exceeding that
supported by the implementation, were not processed. After the 2210 tests
were processed, results for Class A, C, D, and E tests were examined for
correct execution. Compilation listings for Class B tests were analyzed
for correct diagnosis of syntax and semantic errors. Compilation and link
results of Class L tests were analyzed for correct letection of errors.
There were 22 of the processed tests determined to be inapplicable. The
remaining 2188 tests were passed.

r, svt:, of validation are summarized in the following table: 5

RF.-SLT CHAPTER TOTAL
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 14

Passed 102 2!U 334 244 161 97 137 261 124 32 218 P28 2188

Failed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

tnapplicable 14 75 86 3 0 0 2 1 6 0 0 5 192 a

Withdrawn 0 5 5 0 0 1 1 2 4 0 1 0 19

TOTAL 116 330 425 247 161 98 140 264 134 32 219 233 2399

The AVF concludes that these results demonstrate acceptable conformity to
ANSI/MIL-STD- 1815A Ada.

"Ada is a registered trademark of the United States Government
(Ada Joint Program Office).
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INTRO''.,iT ION

MA*.. i,'-. dation ju,wjAty Report (VSR) describes ihe exten to rhich a
specific Ada comptler conforms to the Ada Standard, ANSI/MIL-STD-1815A.
This report explain'. all technical terms used within it and thoroughly
reporto the results of testing this compiler using the Ada Compiler
Validation Capability (ACVC)."\4An Ada compiler must be implemented
according to the Ada Standard, and any implementation-dependent features
must conform to the requirements of the Ada Standard. The Ada Standard
must be implemented in its entirety, and nothing can be implemented that is

not in the Standard.~,

-ven though all validated Ada compilers conform to the Ada Standard, it
anst be understoud that some differences do exist boiween implementations.
Ine Nda Standard permi.ts some implementation dependencies--for example, the
inaximiu length of identifiers or the maximum values of integer types.
Other differences between compilers result from characteristics of
particular operating systems, hardware, or implementation strategies. All
of the dependencies observed during the process of testing this compiler
are given in this report.-

The information in this report is derived from the test results produced
during validation testing. The validation process includes submitting a
suite of standardized tests, the ACVC, as inputs to an Ada compiler and
evaluating the results. The purpose of validating is to ensure conformity
of the compiler to the Ada Standard by testing that the compiler properly
implements legal language constructs and that it identifies and rejects
illegal language constructs. The testing also identifies behavior that is
implementation dependent but permitted by the Ada Standard. Six classes of
tests are used. These tests are designed to perform checks at compile
time, at link time, and during execution. ]

1-1 1 ]
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE OF THIS VALIDATION SUMMARY REPORT

This VSR documents the results of the validation testing performed on an
Ada compiler. Testing was carried out for the following purposes:

To attempt to identify any language constructs supported by ne

compilek- that do not. condor, to the Ada Standard

To al.t-api to identkLfy aiiy unsupported ]angi.ge cuistructs
reql,.i-d hy the Ada Sta., rd

• .o deitetxa ie that the i mpl .ment ,t ,ion-dependentl be6.,,'t :L- -i allo: ied
:y th e,, Standard

*ea3Lc.Lg of this compiler was conduc ted by SofTech, In..., under the
direction of the AVF according to policies and procedures established by
the Ada Validation Organization (AVO. On-site testing wa3 conducted from
27 June 1987 through 29 June 1987 for the Irvine Compiler Corporation in
Denver CO.

1.2 USE OF THIS VALIDATION SUMMARY REPORT

Consistent with the national laws of the originating country, the AVO may
make lull and free public disclosure of this report. In the United States,
this is provided in accordance with the "Freedom of Information Act" (5
U.S.C. #552). The results of this validation apply only to the computers,
operating systens, and compiler versions identified in this report.

The organizations represented on the signature page of this report do not
represent or warrant that all statements set forth in this report are
accurate and complete, or that the subject compiler has no nonconformities
to the Ada Standard other than those presented. Copies of this report are
available to the public from:

Ada Information Clearinghouse
Ada Joint Program Office
OUSDRE
The Pentagon, Rm 3D-139 (Fern Street)
Washington DC 20301-3081

or from:

Ada Validation Facility
ASD/SCOL
Wright-Patterson AFB OH 45433-6503
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INTRODUCTION

Questions regarding this report or the validation test results should be
directed to the AVF listed above or to:

Ada Validation Organization
Institute for Defense Analyses
1801 North Beauregard Street
1Xb- 'andriA VA ??311

iEFEENCFS

Ecferencu M~tran'i for ihe Ad; rogrammitng L -r,
ANSI/MIL-STD-1815A, February 1983.

2. Ada Validation Organization: Procedures and Guidelines, Ada Joint
Program Office, 1 January 1987.

3. Ada Compiler Validation Capability Implementers' Guide, SofTech,
Inc., December 1984.

D"NITIOM OF TERMS

ik; It'f The Ada Compiler Validation Capability. A set of programs
that evaluates the conformity of a compiler to the Ada
language specification, ANSI/MIL-STD-1815A.

Ada Standard ANSI/MIL-STD-1815A, February 1983.

Applicant The agency requesting validation.

AVF The Ada Validation Facility. In the context of this report,
the AVF is responsible for conducting compiler validations
according to established policies and procedures.

AVO The Ada Validation Organization. In the context of this
report, the AVO is responsible for setting procedures for
compiler validations.

Compiler A processor for the Ada language. In the context of this
report, a compiler is any language processor, including
cross-compilers, translators, and interpreters.

Failed test A test for which the compiler generates a result that
demonstrates nonconformity to the Ada Standard.

Host The computer on which the compiler resides.

1-3
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Inapplicable A test that uses features of the language that a compiler is
test not required to support or may legitimately support in a way

other than the one expected by the test.

Passed test A test for which a compiler generates the expected result.

Target The eowputer for which a ,ompiler generatns node.

11; A progr,a ihai clicks a 0 .(;)., conf,,i'nity regardinz a
particu -2 featurc or to- : o .1e Adi Standard. Tn the
c:untext uf i.his ,ort, .. l L3 usel t -di.gnatP a
single te,, which may comp- or mor files.

4.

Withdrawn A test C;.,nd to be 41o,-.,' i)d,, not used to enhck 13a 1 ,
to the 'd loiguage :,.1fica .,.n. A test may be i, ,'rei
because it has in invalid test objective, fails to meet its
test objective, or contains illegal or erroneous use if the
language.

1.5 ACVC TEST CLASSES

Conformity to the Ada Standard is measured using the ACVC. The ACVC
contains both legal and illegal Ada programs structured into six test
clas~es: A, B, C, D, E, and L. The first letter of a test name identifies
the class to which it belongs. Class A, C, D, and E testV ire executable,
and special program units are used to report their results during 0%
.txecution. Class B tests are epeuted to produce compilation errors.
lass L tests are expected to produe link errors.

Class A tests check that legal Ada programs can be successfully compiled
and executed. However, no checks are performed during execution to see if
the test objective has been met. For example, a Class A test checks that
reserved words of another languag. (other than those already reserved in
the Ada language) are not treated as reservpd words by an Ada compiler. A
Class A test is passed if no errors are detected at compile time and the
program executes to produce a PASSED message.

Class B tests check that a compiler detects illegal language usage. Class
B tests are not executable. Each test in this class is compiled and the
resulting compilation listing is examined to verify that every syntax or
semantic error in the test is detected. A Class B test is passed if every
illegal construct that it contains is detected by the compiler.

Class C tests check that legal Ada programs can be correctly compiled and
executed. Each Class C test is self-checking and produces a PASSED,
FAILED, or NOT APPLICABLE message indicating the result when it is
executed.

Class D tests check the compilation and execution capacities of a compiler.
Since there are no capacity requirements placed on a compiler by the Ada
Standard for some parameters--for example, the number of identifiers

1-4
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permitted in a compilation or the number of units in a library--a compiler
may refuse to compile a Class D test and still be a conforming compiler.
Therefore, if a Class D test fails to compile because the capacity of the
compiler is exceeded, the test is classified as inapplicable. If a Class D .
test compiles succesfully, it is self-checking and produces a PASSED or
FAILED message duri, eYecuti.on.

iCaCi Class E test i sael c-&,eck,,ig . ,,d pruda.. - NOT APPLICABL>, ''ASSED,
or FAIl FD ,,essapee 'h', it is .- p iled and execut,*I. I ' ver, Lh M da
Sta " u i3 L i reject I'D' v'.s ,o& aning oe

, c .. . d re. u,:d b ". 1.o : .. tag compilatlt,.n. .. ' . a Clriss
, s pa.lsr' .y a :orip.ler K[ i- compiled succac.sfully -,nu e. .- :',! - i

",uce a O'tSSED messagp i !.I. Js rejecitd by the comnler for an

*IL_.. I, ,:.estN check that incuji,,dete or illegal Ada prograras invo] ling
nultiple, separately compiled units are detected and not allowed to
execute. Class L tests are compiled separately and execution is attempted.
A Class T, test passes if it is rejected at link time--that is, an attempt
to execute the main program must generate an error message before any N
declarations in the main program or ;Any units referenced by the main
program are elaborated.

iNo library units, the package REPORT and the procedure CHECKFILE, support
,.he self-checking features of the executable tests. The package REPORT
L' ovides the mechani.n by which executable tests report PASSED, FAILED, or
NO": APPLICABLE resi3..s. It als. provides a set of identity functions used
to defeat some compiler optimizations allowed by the Ada Standard that
would circumvent a test objective. The procedure CHECK FILE is used to
check the contents of text files written by :3ome of the Class C tests for
chapter 14 of the Ada Standard. The operation of these units is checked by
a set of executable tests. These test3 produce messages that are examined
to verify that the units are operating correctly. If these units are not
operating correctly, then the validation is not attempted.

The text of the tests in the ACVC follows conventions that are intended to
ensure that the tests are reasonably portable without modification. For
example, the tests make use of only the basic set of 55 characters, contain
lines with a maximum length of 72 characters, use small numeric values, and
place features that may not be supoo-ted by all implementations in separate
tests. However, some tests contain values that require the test to be
customized according to implementation-specific values--for example, an
illegal file name. A list of the values used for this validation is
provided in Appendix C.

A compiler must correctly process each of the tests in the suite and
demonstrate conformity to the Ada Standard by either meeting the pass
criteria given for the test or by showing that the test is inapplicable to
the implementation. The applicability of a test to an implementation is
considered each time the implementation is validated. A test that is
inapplicable for one validation is not necessarily inapplicable for a P.
subsequent validation.

1-5
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" :

Any test that was determined to contain an illegal language construct or an

erroneous language construct is withdrawn from the ACVC and, therefore, is

not used in testing a compiler. The tests withdrawn at the time of
validation are given in Appendix D.

I

9-€

I

,%
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CHAP 1ER 2

I:iNFIGf ATION N-FOTIAISDTON

a , _1.te compilation system for tht s validation was tested uwde ' the ,

C'oli' 1,J1ng configuration:

Compiler: ICC Ada Compiler, Release 4.0

ACVC Version: 1.8
..

Certificate Number: 870622W1.08104 . ,

Host Computer:

Machine: AT&T 3B2/400

OperAting System: UNIX System V, Release 3

Memory Size. 4 megabytes

Target Computer:

Machine: AT&T 3B2/400

Operating System: UNIX System V, Release 3

Memory Size: 4 megabytes

.1%

2-1
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CONFIGURATION INFORMATION

2.2 IMPLEMENTATION CHARACTERISTICS

One of the purposes of validating compilers is to determine the behavior of
a compiler in those areas of the Ada Standard that permit implementations
to differ. Class D and E tests specifically check for such implementation
differences. However, teqts in other classes also characerize an
imp' ' entation. This 7 mpiler is 'har~cterized by the "olJ owing
int-i retations of the Ada Standae'd

Capacities.

The .tompiler correir c i.esses tests clv ding Loop stat :!nts
nested to 65 levels, block :tateents nested to 65 levels .nd
recursive proceduees se parately compiled as subunit'3 nesteu t, 17
levels. It correctly processes a compilation contain.ing (23
variables in the same declarative part. (See tests D55A03A..H (8
tests), D56001B, D64005E..G (3 tests), and D29002K.)

. Universal integer calculations. .

An implementation is allowed to reject universal integer
calculations having values that exceed SYSTEM.MAX INT. This
implementation does not reject such calculations anT processes
them correctly. (See tests D4A002A, D4AO02B, D4AOO4A, and

D4iraa.)

• Predefined types.

This implementation supports the additional predefined types
SHORT INTEGER and TINY INTEGER in the package STANDARD. (See
tests B86001C and B86001D.)

. Based literals.

An implementation is allowed to reject a based literal with a
value exceeding SYSTEM.MAX INT during compilation, or it may raise
NUMERIC ERROR or CONSTRAINTERROR during execution. This
implementation raises NUMERIC ERROR during execution. (See test
E24101A.)

. Array types.

An implementation is allowed to raise NUMERIC ERROR or
CONSTRAINT ERROR for an array having a 'LENGTH that exceeds
STANDARD.INTEGER'LAST and/or SYSTEM.MAX INT.

2-2
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CONFIGURATION INFORMATION

A packed BOOLEAN array having a 'LENGTH exceeding INTEGER'LAST V
raises STORAGEERROR when the array objects are declared. (See
test C52103X.)

A packed two-dimensional BOOLEAN array with more than INTEGER'LAST
components raises CONSTRATNT_ERROR when the lengh of a dim..sion
ti calculated and evp-ds rNTFGER'LAST. (Rem -est (752104Y.)

A null tr-ay wu o" . .linension ,f' length -,-eater than
.NTEGFI '.AST nay j;lis NiMERIC ERROR o' CONSTRA. ' ERROR aither

when declar:', u, -ssied. Alterna.iv y, an implihnentaUi.un may
a. cept the .iec--.-.ion. Ho .evr, 1.j th: must match in ii ry

I iqe assignments. This ' el:ier ,tAon .s not cais. 1
,)xception, (Sep 2, st E52103Y.)

In assigning une-diiensionai array types, the expression appears
to be evaluated in its entirety before CONSTRAINT ERROR is raised
when checking whether the expression's subtype is compatibli; with
the target's subtype. In assigning two-dimensional array types,
the expression appears to be evaluated in its entirety before
CONSTRAINTERROR is raised when checking whether the expression's
subtype is compatible with the target's subtype. (See test
C52013A.)

Discriminated types.

During compilation, an implementation is allowed to either accept
or reject an incomplete type with discriminants that is used in an
access type definition with a compatible discriminant constraint.
This implementation accepts such subtype indications. (See test
E38104A.)

In assigning record types with discriminants, the expression
appears to be evaluated in its entirety before CONSTRAINT ERROR is
raised when checking whether the expression's subtype is
compatible with the target's subtype. (See test C52013A.)

Aggregates.

In the evaluation of a multi-dimensional aggregate, index subtype
checks appear to be made as choices are evaluated. (See tests
C43207A and C43207B.)

In the evaluation of an aggregate containing subaggregates, all
choices are not evaluated before being checked for identical
bounds. (See test E43212B.)

All choices are not evaluated before CONSTRAINT ERROR is raised if
a bound in a nonnull range of a nonnull aggregate does not belong
to an index subtype. (See test E43211B.)

2-3
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CONFIGURATION INFORMATION

Functions.

An implementation may allow the declaration of a parameterless
function and an enumeration literal having the same profile in the
same i-mm-iate 6cope, or it may reject the function declhiation.
If it accepts -h func , n ! 1 claration, th, use of the en.----tion
literai's identif-ei' den.,tes the function. This impleme'ot-tior

!-ejecti the dr-,ilaration. (Sen tegt E6600I6.;%

Zepresentati )n

rhe Ada -.-'rd , o equire an implemientauion to support
cepresentation ;\usis. If a representati,-n clause .,i not
supported, then the implementation must reject it. WhiLe the
operation of representation clauses is not checked by Version 1.8
of the ACVC, they are used in testing other language features.
This implementation accepts 'SIZE. It rejects 'STORAGESIZE for
collections and 'SMALL clauses. Enumeration representation

clauses, including those that specify noncontiguous values, appear
to be supported. (See tests C55B16A, C87B62A, C87B62B, C87B62C,
and BC1002A.)

Pragmas.

The pragma INLINE is not supported for procedures or functions.

(See tests CA3004E and CA3004F.)

Input/output.

The package SEQUENTIAL 10 cannot be instantiated with
unconstrained array types and record types with discriminants.
The package DIRECT 10 cannot be instantiated with unconstrained
array types and record types with discriminants without defaults.
(See tests AE2101C, AE2101H, CE2201D, CE2201E, and CE2401D.)

An existing text file can be opened in OUT FILE mode and can be
created in both OUTFILE and IN FILE modes. (See test EE3102C.)

More than one internal file can be associated with each external
file for text I/O for both reading and writing. (See tests
CE3111A..E (5 tests).)

More than one internal file can be associated with each external
file for sequential I/O for both reading and writing. (See tests
CE2107A..F (6 tests).)

More than one internal file can be associated with each external
file for direct I/O for both reading and writing. (See tests
CE2107A..F (6 tests).)

2-4



CONFIGURATION INFORMATION

An external file associated with more than one internal file can
be deleted. (See test CE2110B.)

Temporary sequential files are given a name. Temporary direct
files are given a name. Temporary files given names are deleted
when they are closed. (See tests CE2108A and CE2108C.)

Generic 3,Abprogram deci rati.-m .ind bodies can be compiled in
separat. ntompi lations, ' Y ti tt CA2009F.)

Gen-oic package declarations and bodies can be compiled in
sepa. .te aoo..ations. (See tests CA2009C and BC3205D.)

2-5



CHAPTER 3

TEST INFU.VkTION

I

3. TEST RESULTS

Version 1.8 of the ACVC contains 2399 tests. When validation testing of
ICC Ada Compiler was performed, 19 tests had been withdrawn. The remaining
2380 tests were potentially applicable to this validation. The AVF
determined that 192 tests were inapplicable to this implementation, and
that the 2188 applicable tests were passed by the implementation.

The AVF concludes that the testing results demonstrate acceptable
conformity to the Ada Standard.

I

3.2 SUIMARY OF TEST RESULTS BY CLASS

RESULT TEST CLASS TOTAL
A B C D E L

Passed 67 865 1184 17 11 44 2188

Failed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Inapplicable 2 2 184 0 2 2 192

Withdrawn 0 7 12 0 0 0 19

TOTAL 69 874 1380 17 13 46 2399

3-1A



TEST INFORMATION

3.3 SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS BY CHAPTER

RESULT CHAPTER TOTAL
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 14

Paised 102 -,0 334 211 161 97 137 261 124 32 2i8 28 2188

Fau.led 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

r,,app Lc.able 14 15 86 3 0 0 2 1 6 0 U 5 iq2

Wi ihdrawn 0 5 5 0 0 1 1 2 4 0 1 0 19

TOTAL 116 330 425 24- 161 98 140 264 134 32 219 233 2399

3.4 WITHDRAWN TESTS

The following 19 tests were withdrawn from ACVC Version 1.8 at the time of
thLs validation:

C32114A C41404A B74101B BC3204C
B33203C B45116A C87B50A
C34018A C48008A C92005A
C35904A B49006A C940ACA
B37401A B4AO10C CA3005A..D (4 tests)

See Appendix D for the reason that each of these tests was withdrawn.

3.5 INAPPLICABLE TESTS

Some tests do not apply to all compilers because they make use of features
that a compiler is not required by the Ada Standard to support. Others may
depend on the result of another test that is either inapplicable or
withdrawn. The applicability of a test to an implementation is considered
each time a validation is attempted. A test that is inapplicable for one
validation attempt is not necessarily inapplicable for a subsequent
attempt. For this validation attempt, 192 tests were inapplicable for the
reasons indicated:

. C34001E, B52004D, B55B09C, and C55BO7A use LONG INTEGER which is
not supported by this compiler.

• C34001F and C35702A use SHORTFLOAT which is not supported by this
compiler.

3-2



TEST INFORMATION

" C34001G and C35702B use LONG-FLOAT which is not supported by this
compiler.

" C87B62B..C (2 tests) use the length clauses 'STORAGE SIZE for
access types and 'SMALL which are not supported by this compiler.
The length clause is rejected during nompilation.

;j600513 ohecks implement0..oo. 'u,, 4niich iha smallest and largest
values in ty: DURAivOfl are differefo. from th, s.3allest and
largest values i., DURATi'N's base type. fhis is l-t the casc for
ihis impl rientat.Lon.

CA3004E, EA3004C, and LA.04A uze iN[0L, pragma for procedires V
which is not supported by this compiler,

CA3004F, EA3004D, and LA3004B use INLiNE pragma for funett.-ns
which is not supported by this compiler.

AE2101C, CE2201D, and .;E2201E use an instantiation of package
SEQUENTIAL_10 with unconstrained array types which is not
supported by this compiler. j

AE2101H and CE2401D use an instantiation of package DIRECT 10 with
unconstrained array types which is not supported by this compiler. '1

The following 170 tests require a floating-point accuracy that

exceeds the maximum of 15 suppoeted by the implementation:

C24113L..Y (14 tests) C35708L..Y (14 tests) C45421L..Y (14 tests)
C35705L..Y (14 tests) C35802L..Y (14 tests) C45424L..Y (14 tests)
C35706L..Y (14 tests) C45241L..Y (14 tests) C45521L..Z (15 tests)
C35707L..Y (14 tests) C45321L..Y (14 tests) C45621L..Z (15 tests)

3.6 SPLIT TESTS

If one or more errors do not appear to have been detected in a Class B test
because of compiler error recovery, then the test is split into a set of
smaller tests that contain the undetected errors. These splits are then
compiled and examined. The splitting process continues until all errors
are detected by the compiler or until there is exactly one error per split.
Any Class A, Class C, or Class E test that cannot be compiled and executed
because of its size is split into a set of smaller subtests that can be
processed.

Splits were required for three Class B tests:

B59001A B59001E B85013C
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3.7 ADDITIONAL TESTING INFORMATION (

3.7.1 Prevalidation

3;r', to validation, a set of test. results for ACVC Version 1.8 pruiaced by
.;* G-CC Ada Compiler "s submitted to "be AVF by the applicant for -evFw.
v* . -' o.- oC threse results demonstrated that the compiler successi'iA1ly

*.4 ' I applicable tests, and that te compiler exhibited the expected
v. all iu:v,.olicabl.e tests.

f'es,;iLg of the £C Ada Compiler using ACVC Version 1.8 was conducted
on-site by a validation team from the AVF. The configuration consisted of
an AT&T 3B2/400 operating under UNIX System V, Release 3.

A magnetic tape containing all tests except for withdrawn tests and tests
requiring unsupported floating-point precisions was taken on-site by the
validation team for processing. Tests that make use of
implementation-specific values were customized before being written to the
magnetic tape. Tests requiring splits during the prevalidation testing
were included in their split form on the magnetic tape.

The contents of the magnetic tape were not loaded directly onto the host
complter. The tests were loaded onto a Gould 6050 and transferred to the
3B2/0 via RS232. After the test files were loaded to disk, the full set
of tests was compiled and linked on the AT&T 3B21400, and all executable
tests were run. Results were transferred to a Gould 6050 and compared to
the results of the Gould 6050 validation.

The compiler was tested using command scripts provided by Irvine Compiler
Corporation and reviewed by the validation team. The following options
were in effect for testing:

Option Effect

-LIST produces a list file
-QUIET turns off messages to console
-STACK CHECK adds code to check stack size for tasks

Tests were compiled, linked, and executed (as appropriate) using one
computer. Test output and compilation listings were captured on magnetic
tape and archived at the AVF. The differnece listings examined on-site by
the validation team were also archived.
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3.7.3 Test Site

The validation team arrived in Denver CO on 27 June 1987, and departed
after testing was completed on 29 June 1987.
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kPPENDIX A

DECLARA TIC!J OIF CONFORMANCE

uevine COMP I.jeP Corp a'di0o' n1;kS aubmitted i.?e f'ollow ing
Delaratirn of' Conf'orm',int-e r-onnerning the tCr, AdaL
,lotpiler.
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DECLARATION OF CONFORMANCE
-S

Compiler Implementor: Irvine Compiler Corporation
Ada Validation Facility: ASD/SCOL, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH
Ada Compiler Validation Capability (ACVC) Version: 1.8 !

Base Configuration

,.: Compiler Name: rCC Ada Comiiler Version: ii, ise 4.0
Architectur'e SA: AP&T 3B2'00 0S&VEV #: UNIX .%';stem V,

R,1ilta3t 3
,rchitect-,we t': AT&T 3B24100 OS&Vo9 I- UNTY '9%stem V,

Release 3

Emplemento'"s Declaration

I, the undersigned, representing Irvine Compiler Corporation, have
implemented no deliberate extensions to the Ada Language Standard
ANSI/MIL-STD-1815A in the compiler(s) listed in this declaration. I
declare that Irvine Compiler Corporation is the owner of record of the Ada
language compiler(s) listed above and, as such, is responsible for
mainta',,ng said compiler(s) in conformance to ANST!MIL-STD-1815A. All
certificates and registrations for Ada language compiler(s) listed in this
declaration shall be made only in the owner's corporate name.

12-c i~ ~lDate: JsLr P- / '
Irvine Compiler Corporation
Dan Eilers, President

Owner's Declaration

I, t'ie undersigned, representing Irvine Compiler Corporation, take full
responsibility for implementation and maintenance of the Ada compiler(s) PM
listed above, and agree to the public disclosure of the final Validation
Summary Report. I further agree to continue to comply with the Ada
trademark policy, as defined by the Ada Joint Program Office. I declare
that all of the Ada language compilers listed, and their host/target
performance are in compliance with the Ada Language Standard
ANSI/ STD-1815A.

Ir e Compiler Corporation
Dan Eilers, President

®Ada is a registered trademark of the United States Government

(Ada Joint Program Office).
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APPENDIX B

IPPENDIX F OF THE Ada STANDARD -

1. lowted implementati.ULI ,I. pand,-i,,;es ,;orvespo:it ;o tmple,.aantat)L , -

A'.., rAgmas, to certain machine -d: .p.ndent conv,,tion, a.. tientioned
of MIL-STD-1815A, and to certain allowed cestrictiols on %

represent-ition clauses. The implementation-dependent characteristics of
the ICC Ada Compiler, Release 4.0, are described in the following sections
dhich discuss topics in Appendix F of the Ada Language Reference Manual
(ANSI/MIL-STD-1815A). Implementation-specific portions of the package
STANDARD are also included in this appendix. -

package STANDARD is

type INTEGER is range -2147483648 .. 2147483647;
type SHORT INTEGER is range -32768 .. 32767;
type TINYINTEGER is range -128 .. 127;

type FLOAT is digits 15 range k ,

-2.24711641357'789Ei.307 .. 2.24711641857789E+307;

type DURATION in delta 2..44140625E-04 range -524287.0 .. 524287.0:

end STANDARD;

.1.*
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Appendix F
ICC Aila Trtnplementatioti

1SI Optimum V / ISI 4 2BSD Release 3.05
SUN 3/50 /SUN 4.21SD ITNTX
AT&T 3132 / UNIX System V 3.

HP9000 / IIP-UX 5.2

Irvine Compiler Corporation
18021 Sky Park Circle, Suite L

Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 250-1366

May 28, 1987

1 ICC Ada Implementation

The Ada language definition allows certain differences between compilers. This
section describes the implementation-dependent characteristics of ICC Ada.

2 Pragmas

The following pragmas are added by ICC:

Export This pragma is a complement to the predefined pragma interface. It
enables subprograms written in Ada to be called from other languages.
It takes 2 or 3 arguments. The first is the language to be called from,
the second is the subprogram name, and the third is an optional string
designating the actual subprogram name to be used by the linker. This
pragma must appear prior to the body of the designated subprogram.

Compress This pragma is a complement to the representation clause size. It
takes the name of a discrete subtype as the single argument, and specifies
that the subtype should be represented as compactly as possible, regard-
less of the representation of the subtype's base type. This pragma must
appear prior to any reference to the named subtype.

B- 2
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ICC Ad Implmenttio -Apeni F

PutPutlin Thse pagms tke ny nmbe ofargment an wrte hei

vaN~ os~adai -,itpu atomple imewhe encuntredby he-com

ICAda fiplee ntaion - ppnix F./i-odiiol orpl~o. hyr

ItPftace Theam se paowed t k anumer ofargumlent adin wte suo
vrm. sal so alnowed ito atvme anotieltid aee whenh incun reaytcm
sting Teigaigumenme forhe liket us tny triegerenceeriableo

Supres Ifn adefitin to suprtim th standardi~ checIC also Thermits

suppresswing the folinptgna 7TeI ecedd yI

Iexceptisn-ais alloeding epin -ibfo ipoe additin tsupror-
grams. bt iseasocalowe tohe aont opnomtion hrmaiae whic is-a
strgdesighatn thpea namen forptnlinke topaae use torfeec the vaiben
osuprogram.o n ak

alhcsSuppressin Inladdtionkt suppressesngl the standard checks, aC lopris

lasexception-prsingo. to~foipoe untm efr

maneprcess reu ingtecaotoe orainsanaieorms

age thoroate apiearahe excepin ro pagatoe dctofstei minh
phewrogPragma orhay ak.sfolos

af lLf Elhec, Suppr esn prlpcekso supressies allvthe adr checksioas
welpl as tionehni.

3nld P s reprocessor directivevdsacopl-iesueflenl-
ICsAinmcrats an i integrated preproceo liosar dirgeet begn wth-

mtrcompilation ecai.es

4 Input/Output Facilities

4.1

The implementation dependent specifications from TEXT- 1 and DIRECT..10
are: -

type COUNT is range 0 .. integerlast;
subtype FIELD is INTEGER rings 0 .. integer last;

%
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ICC Ada Implernentation - Appendix F

4.2 FORM Parameter

ICC Ada implements the FORM parameter to the procedures OPEN and CRE-
ATE in DIRECT_ N), SEQU ,NTIAL 10, and TEXT. 1O to perform a variety of
ancillary functions. t'he FOIM paraiw.:r ii i striag literal rontaining parame-
ters in the style of aamed pararneter i- -tion. In general tx.i tORM parameter
lus he following fotmat:

"field, => value, [, field, => va.'ee~1

where field, => valuej can be

OPTION => NORMAL
OPTION => APPEND
PAGE-MARKERS => TRUE
PAGE-MARKERS => FALSE
READ-INCOMPLETE => TRUE
READ-INCOMPLETE => FALSE
MASK => <9 character protection mask>

Each field is separated from its value with a '=>" and each field/value pair
is separated by a comma. Spaces may be added anywhere between tokens and
upper-case/lower-case is insignificant. For example:

create( f. outf11., *list.datam .
*option -> append, . PAGE-MARKERS -> FALSE, Mask -> rwx wx---");

The interpret aeon of the fields and their values is presented below.

OPTION Files may be OPENed for appendage. This causes data to be ap-

pended directly onto the end of an existing file. The default is NORMAL
which overwrites existing data, This field applies to OPEN in all three
standard I/O packages. It has no effect if applied to procedure CREATE.

PAGEM ARKERS If TRUE then all TEXTAO routines dealing with page
terminators are disabled. They can be called, they simply do not do
anything. In addition the page terminator character ('L) is allowed to be
read with GET and GET.LINE. The default is TRUE which leaves page
terminators active.

READ-INCOMPLETE This field applies only to DIRECTAO and SE-
QUENTIALIO and informs the package about what should be done with
reads of incomplete records. Normally, if a READ is attempted and there
'is not enough data in the file for a complete record, then END.ERROR
or DATA-ERROR will be raised. By sett;ng READ-INCOMPLETE to
TRUE, an incomplete record will be read successfully and the remaining

B-4
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complete record will raise END-ERROR. The SIZE function will reflect

the fact that there is one more record when the last record kLs incomplete

.5i

and READ-INCOMPLETE is TRUE.

MASK( S-_' -4 protection mask to eool,, access to a tile- ifhe Y,...k ;.S & Stoin.

-lard nine character sia.:: nottion used by JN IX. The ',- 'ters cannot be
rearranged or de!etad 3o that the string is alw .y exactly aine characters
long. This applies to CREYV'IE in %U three : 6, .eP..xvd T/O package.. Tl'.e
default is 4 etennined tt riintime by the e!'' eiv~rani,reatst~

it ,i syntax error is encountered withhia tha F0O!1M paa&mee, then the excel>-
tioga USE-ERROR is raised at the OPEN or CREATE call Also, the standard ..
function TEXT_ IO.FORM returns the current setting of the form fields, includ- /
ing default values, as a single string.,'

5 Line Length

The maximum line length is 254 characters.

6 Numeric Types

ICC Ada supports three predefined integer types:

TINY_ INTEGER -128..1 27 8 bits
INTEGER -32768..32767 16 bits

LONGINTEGER -2147483648..2147483647 32 bits 0

Unsigned tiny and short integer types are available via the SIZE representationclause.
Type float is available. -

Attribute FLOAT value
size 64 bits ]
digits 15
first -2.24711641857789E + 307
last +2.24711641857789E + 307q.'

7 Tasks o

0

The type DURATION is defined with the following characteristics:

B-5
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Attribute DURATION value
delta 2.44140625E - 04 sec
small 2.44140625E - 04 sec
first -524287.0 sec
last 524287.0 sec P

The subtype SYSTEM.PRIORITY As iefiatd provides the following range:

Attribute PRIORITY value
first 0
last 254

Higher numbers correspond to higher priorities. If no priority is specified for a

task, PRIORITY'FIRST is assigned during task creation.
i

8 Representation Clauses

Address clauses are implemented, but only for objects.

The 'SIZE length clause is implemented.

Enumeration representation clauses are implemented.

Record representation clauses are implemented. v
Interfacing to Assembly, C, and Ada is supported via pragma export and
pragma interface.

Unchecked. conversion is implemented without restriction.
i

9 Main Programs

Main programs may have parameters and return values of discrete types or
unconstrained strings. Default values are also permitted.

B-
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-- The following software is the sole property of -

-- Irvine Compiler Corporation -

-- containing its proprietary, confidential information. -

Copyright (C) 1982-1987 Irvine Compiler Corporation -

------------------------ a-----------------------------

package system is

i~s (.itt 3b2, -

4flL~~iCDeCil. Constants

iyoemjiaat: coasLa.mt name :;l att.9b2;
)::I.rage-unit. constani.: 8;~ Storage unit size in bits.
meinory-..size : constant :~4096 * 1024; -- Bytes.
mm _mnt : constant := 2**31;
max-imt : constant :2**31-1;
max-digits :constant :15;
max-mantissa: constant =31; I
fine-delta : constant 2:= *-3)
tick : constant :=1.0/60.0;

type address is range min-int..max-int; -- Signed 32 bit range.
subtype priority is integer range O.,254; -- 0 is default priority.

-- Constants for the HEAPS package

bits-per-bmu : constant :=8; -- Bits per basic machine unit.
max-alignment: constant :=4; -- Maximum alignment required. '

-An-mem-block: constant :=1024; -- Minimum chunk request size.

-- Constants for the HOST package

host-clock-resolution: constant :0; -- No fraction of seconds.
basedate_correction : constant :=25_202; -- Unix base date is 1/1/1970.

pragma put-line("Target: ",system-name); 6
end system;

B- 7
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TEST eAAAMETERS

Ce'-tain tests in the ACVC make use of implementation-dependent values, such
as the maximum length of an input line and invalid file names. A test that
makes use of such values is identified by the extension .TST in its file
name. Actual values to be substituted are represented by names that begin
with a dollar sign. A value must be substituted for each of these names
before the test is run. The values used for this validation are given
below.

Name and Meaning Value

$BIG ID1 0I..253 => 'At, 254 => 'I')

Identifier the size of the
maximum input line length with
varying last character.

$BIG ID2 (1..253 => 'A', 254 => '2')
Identifier the size of the
maximum input line length with
varying last character.

$BIGID3 (1..126 1 128..254 => 'A', 127 => '3')
Identifier the size of the
maximum input line length with
varying middle character.

$BIGID4 (l..126 1 128..254 => 'A', 127 => ,4,)
Identifier the size of the
maximum input line length with
varying middle character.

$BIGINT LIT (1..251 => t0', 252..254 => "298")

An integer literal of value 298
with enough leading zeroes so
that it is the size of the

maximum line length.

C-I
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Name and Meaning Value

$BIGREAL LIT (1..248 => '0', 249..254 => "69.0E1")
A real literal that can be
either of floating- or fixed-
point type, has value 690.0, and
has enough leading zeroes tobe
the size of the maximum line
l.ength.

A sequei,'u of blanks twenty
'haracters fewer than the size
*-f the maximum line length.

4uUNT LAST 2147483647
A universal integer literal
whose value is TEXTIO.COUNT'LAST.

$EXTENDEDASCIICHARS "abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzl$%?@[\]'{}-"
A string literal containing all
the ASCII characters with
printable graphics that are not
in the basic 55 Ada character
set.

$FIELDLAST 2147483647
A universal integer literal
whose value is TEXT IO.FIELD'LAST.

$FILENAME WITH BAD CHARS /xxx/xxx/xxx
An illegal- external file name
that either contains invalid
characters, or is too long if no
invalid characters exist.

$FILE NAMEWITHWILD CARDCHAR /xxx/xxx/xxx*
An external file name that
either contains a wild card
character, or is too long if no
wild card character exists.

$GREATERTHANDURATION 524_287.5
A universal real value that lies
between DURATION'BASE'LAST and
DURATION'LAST if any, otherwise
any value in the range of
DURATION.

$GREATERTHAN DURATION BASE LAST 10_000_000.0
The universal real value that is
greater than DURATION'BASE'LAST,
if such a value exists.
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Name and Meaning Value

$ILLEGAL EXTERNALFILENAME 1 /xxx/xxx/xxx
An illegal external file name.

$ILLEGAL EXTERNAL FILE NAME2 /xxx/xxx/xx2
An illegal external file name
that is different from
$ILLEGAL_EXTERNAL_FILE_NAMEI.

5tNTEGER FIRST -2147483648
The universal _oiteger literal
e xpression whose iralue is
1.NTEGER'FIRST.

$INTEGERLAST 2147483647
The universal integer literal
expression whose value is
INTEGER' LAST.

$LESS THAN DURATION -524287.5
A -universal real value that lies
between DURATION'BASE'FTRST and
DURATION'FIRST if any, otherwise
any value in the range of
DURATION.

$LESSTHAN DURATION BASE FIRST -10000000.0
The universal real value that is
less than DURATION'BASE'FIRST,
if such a value exists.

$MAX DIGITS 15
The universal integer literal
whose value is the maximum
digits supported for
floating-point types.

$MAXIN LEN 254
The universal integer literal
whose value is the maximum
input line length permitted by
the implementation.

$MAX INT 2147483647
The universal integer literal
whose value is SYSTEM.MAXINT.
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Name and Meaning Value

$NAME TINYINTEGER
A name of a predefined numeric
type other than FLOAT, INTEGER,
SHORTFLOAT, SHORTINTEGER,
LONGFLOAT, or LONGINTEGER
it one exists, otherwise any
undefined name.

$NEGBASED :N' 8#37777777776#
A1 basied integer literal whose
iiighest order nonzero bi.t
talls in the sign b..
position of the repireserntation
for SYSTEM.MAX-INT.

$NON ASCIICHARTYPE (NONNULL)
An enumerated type definition
for a character type whose
literals are the identifier
NONNULL and all non-ASCII
characters with printable
graphics.

C-4-
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APPENDIX D

WITHDRAWN TESTS

Some tests are withdrawn from the ACVC because they do not conform to the
Ada Standard. The following 19 tests had been withdrawn at tne time of
validation testing for the reasons indicated. A reference of the form
"AI-ddddd" is to an Ada Commentary.

. C32114A: An unterminated string literal occurs at line 62.

• B33203C: The reserved word "IS" is misspelled at line 45.

* C34018A: The call of function G at line 114 is ambiguous in the
presence of implicit conversions.

" C35904A: The elaboration of subtype declarations SFX3 and SFX4
may raise NUMERIC ERROR instead of CONSTRAINT ERROR as expected in
the test.

" B37401A: The object declarations at lines 126 through 135 follow
subprogram bodies declared in the same declarative part.

" C41404A: The values of 'LAST and 'LENGTH are incorrect in the if
statements from line 74 to the end of the test.

" B45116A: ARRPRIBL1 and ARRPRIBL2 are initialized with a value of %
the wrong type--PRIBOOLTYPE instead of ARRPRIBOOLTYPE--at line
41.

C48008A: The assumption that evaluation of default initial values
occurs when an exception is raised by an allocator is incorrect p
according to AI-00397.

B49006A: Object declarations at lines 41 and 50 are terminated
incorrectly with colons, and end case; is missing from line 42.

B4AO1OC: The object declaration in line 18 follows a subprogram
body of the same declarative part.
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WITHDRAWN TESTS

" B74101B: The begin at line 9 causes a declarative part to be
treated as a sequence of statements.

" C87B50A: The call of "/=" at line 31 requires a use clause for
package A.

" C92005A: The "/=" for type PACK.BIGINT at line 40 is not visible
without a use clause for the package PACK.

" C940ACA; The assumption that allocated task TT will run prior to

the main program, and thus assign SPYNUMB the value checked for by
the main program, is erroneous.

r\
" CA3005A..D (4 tests): No valid elaboration order exists for these

tests.

BC3204C: The body of BC3204C0 is missing.

0
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